INTRODUCTION
In clinical applications of structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is routine to image the same region of interest under multiple contrast settings to enhance the diagnostic power of T1, T2, and proton-density weighted images. In this article, we present a Bayesian framework that makes use of the similarities between the images with different contrasts in jointly reconstructing MRI images from undersampled data obtained in k-space. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt toward joint reconstruction of such multi-contrast scans.
Our method applies the joint Bayesian compressive sensing (CS) technique of Ji et al. (1) to the multi-contrast MRI setting with modifications for computational efficiency and k-space acquisition efficiency. Compared with conventional CS algorithms that work on each of the images independently (e.g., (2) ), this joint inversion technique is seen to improve the reconstruction quality at a fixed undersampling ratio and to produce similar reconstruction results at higher undersampling ratios (i.e., with less data).
Conventional CS produces images using sparse approximation with respect to an appropriate basis; with gradient sparsity or wavelet-domain sparsity, the positions of nonzero coefficients correspond directly to spatial locations in the image. A natural extension to exploit structural similarities in multi-contrast MRI is to produce an image for each contrast setting while keeping the transform-domain sparsity pattern for each image the same. This is called joint or simultaneous sparse approximation. One of the earliest applications of simultaneous sparse approximation was in localization and used an algorithm based on convex relaxation (3) . An early greedy algorithm was provided by Tropp et al. (4) . Most methods for simultaneous sparse approximation extend existing algorithms such as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, FOCal Underdetermined System Solver (FOCUSS) (5), or Basis Pursuit (6) with a variety of ways for fusing multiple measurements to recover the nonzero transform coefficients. Popular joint reconstruction approaches include Simultaneous Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (4), M-FOCUSS (7) , and the convex relaxation algorithm in (8) . All of these algorithms provide significant improvement in approximation quality; however, they suffer from two important shortcomings for our problem statement. First, they assume that the signals share a common sparsity support, which does not apply to the multi-contrast MRI scans. Even though these images have nonzero coefficients in similar locations in the transform domain, assuming perfect overlap in the sparsity support is too restrictive. Second, with the exception of (9), most methods formulate their solutions under the assumption that all of the measurements are made via the same observation matrix, which in our context would correspond to sampling the same k-space points for all of the multicontrast scans. As we demonstrate, observing different frequency sets for each image increases our overall k-space coverage and improves reconstruction quality.
The general joint Bayesian CS algorithm recently presented by Ji et al. (1) addresses these shortcomings and fits perfectly to the multi-contrast MRI context. Given the observation matrices U i 2 C KiÂM with K i representing the number of k-space points sampled for the ith image and M being the number of voxels, the linear relationship between the k-space data and the unknown images can be expressed as y i ¼ U i x i where i ¼ 1; :::; L indexes the L multi-contrast scans and y i is the vector of k-space samples belonging to the ith image x i . Let us further denote the vertical and the horizontal image gradients as d and d y i , with the prior assumption that these gradients should be sparse and the reconstructed images should be consistent with the acquired k-space data. Each image formation problem (for a single contrast) constitutes an inverse problem of the form y i ! x i , and the joint Bayesian algorithm aims to share information among these tasks by placing a common hierarchical prior over the problems. Such hierarchical Bayesian models can capture the dependencies between the signals without imposing correlation, for example by positing correlation of variances between zero-mean quantities that are conditionally independent given the hyperparameters. Data from all signals contribute to learning the common prior (i.e., estimating the hyperparameters) in a maximum likelihood (ML) framework, thus making information sharing among the images possible. Given the hierarchical prior, the individual gradient coefficients are estimated independently. Hence, the solution of each inverse problem is affected by both its own measured data and by data from the other tasks via the common prior. The dependency through the estimated hyperparameters is essentially a spatially varying regularization, so it preserves the integrity of each individual reconstruction problem.
Apart from making use of the joint Bayesian CS machinery to improve the image reconstruction quality, the proposed method presents several novelties. First, we reduce the Bayesian algorithm to practice on MRI data sampled in k-space with both simulated and in vivo acquisitions. In the elegant work by Ji et al. (1) , their method was demonstrated on CS measurements made directly in the sparse transform domain as opposed to the k-space domain that is the natural source of raw MRI data. The observations y i were obtained via y i ¼ U i h i where h i are the wavelet coefficients belonging to the ith test image. But in all practical settings of MRI data acquisition, the observations are carried out in the k-space corresponding to the reconstructed images themselves, i.e., we do not acquire the k-space data belonging to the wavelet transform of the image. In our method as presented here, we obtain measurements of the image gradients by a simple modification of the k-space data and thus overcome this problem. After solving for the gradient coefficients with the Bayesian algorithm, we recover images that are consistent with these gradients in a leastsquares setting. Second, our version accelerates the computationally demanding joint reconstruction algorithm by making use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to replace some of the demanding matrix operations in the original implementation by Ji et al. This makes it possible to use the algorithm with higher resolution data than with the original implementation, which has large memory requirements. Also, we exploit partially overlapping undersampling patterns to increase our collective kspace coverage when all images are considered; we report that this flexibility in the sampling pattern design improves the joint CS inversion quality. Additionally, we generalize the algorithm to allow inputs that correspond to complex-valued images. Finally, we compare our findings with the popular method in (2) and with the M-FOCUSS joint reconstruction scheme. In addition to yielding smaller reconstruction errors relative to either method, the proposed Bayesian algorithm contains no parameters that need tuning. To our knowledge, this is the first presentation of joint reconstruction of multi-contrast MRI data with either M-FOCUSS or joint Bayesian reconstruction.
THEORY

Compressed Sensing in MRI
Compressed sensing has received abundant recent attention in the MRI community because of its demonstrated ability to speed up data acquisition. Making use of CS theory to this end was first proposed by Lustig et al. (2) , who formulated the inversion problem aŝ
where W is the wavelet basis, TV ð:Þ is the ' 1 norm of discrete gradients as a proxy for total variation, b trades off wavelet sparsity and gradient sparsity, F V is the undersampled Fourier transform operator containing only the frequencies v 2 V, and e is a threshold parameter that needs to be tuned for each reconstruction task. This constrained inverse problem can be posed as an unconstrained optimization program (2)
where l wavelet and l TV are wavelet and total variation regularization parameters that again call for tuning.
Conventional Compressed Sensing From a Bayesian Standpoint
Before we present the mathematical formulation that is the basis for our method, this section briefly demonstrates that it is possible to recover the conventional CS formulation in Eq. 2 with a Bayesian treatment. For the moment, consider abstractly that we are working with a sparse signal x 2 R M that is observed by compressive measurements via the matrix U 2 R KÂM , where K < M . The general approach of Bayesian CS is to find the most likely signal coefficients with the assumptions that the signal is approximately sparse and that the data are corrupted by noise with a known distribution. The sparsity assumption is reflected by the prior defined on the signal coefficients, whereas the noise model is expressed via the likelihood term.
As a means to justify Eq. 2, we present a commonly used signal prior and noise distribution. We model the data as being corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise with variance s 2 via y ¼ Ux þ n. In this case, the probability of observing the data y given the signal x is a Gaussian probability density function (pdf) with mean Ux and variance s 2 ,
which constitutes the likelihood term. To formalize our belief that the signal x is sparse, we place a sparsity-promoting prior on it. A common prior is the separable Laplacian density function (10)
Invoking Bayes' theorem, the posterior for the signal coefficients can be related to the likelihood and the prior as pðxjyÞ ¼ pðyjxÞpðxÞ pðyÞ ½5
We seek the signal that maximizes this posterior probability via maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. Since the denominator is independent of x, the MAP estimate can be found by minimizing the negative of the logarithm of the numerator:
This expression is very similar to the unconstrained convex optimization formulation in Eq. 2; we could obtain Eq. 2 with a slightly more complicated prior that the wavelet coefficients and gradient of the signal of interest follow Laplacian distributions. Therefore, it is possible to view the convex relaxation CS algorithms as MAP estimates with a Laplacian prior on the signal coefficients. It is possible to view many algorithms used in CS as MAP estimators with respect to some prior (11) .
Extending Bayesian Compressed Sensing to Multi-Contrast MRI
The Bayesian analysis in the previous section has two significant shortcomings. First, it is assumed that the signal of interest is sparse with respect to the base coordinate system. To get the maximum benefit from estimation with respect to a separable signal prior, it is critical to change to coordinates in which the marginal distributions of signal components are highly peaked at zero (12) . For MR image formation, we aim to take advantage of the highly peaked distributions of image-domain gradients, and we show how to modify k-space data to obtain measurements of these gradients. Second, the optimal MAP estimation through Eq. 6 requires knowledge of parameters l and s. Our method eliminates the tuning of such parameters by imposing a hierarchical Bayesian model in which l and s are modeled as realizations of random variables; this introduces the need for ''hyperpriors'' at a higher level of the model, but as we detail below, it suffices to eliminate tuning of the hyperpriors using a principle of least informativeness. Along with addressing these shortcomings, we also discuss modifications for joint reconstruction across contrast preparations.
In the multi-contrast setting, the signals
represent MRI scans with different image weightings, e.g., we might have obtained T1, T2 and proton density weighted images for the same region of interest. These are not sparse directly in the image domain. Therefore, it is beneficial to cast the MRI images into a sparse representation to make use of the Bayesian formalism. The fact that the observation matrices F Vi 2 C KiÂM in MRI are undersampled Fourier operators makes it very convenient to use spatial image gradients as a sparsifying transform (13, 14) . To obtain the k-space data corresponding to vertical and horizontal image gradients, it is sufficient to modify the data y i according to (2) proposes to use the conjugate gradient descent algorithm, for which it is relatively straightforward to incorporate the TV norm. But algorithms that do not explicitly try to minimize an objective function (e.g., Orthogonal Matching Pursuit and Bayesian CS) will need to modify the kspace data according to Eqs. 7 and 8 to make use of the Total Variation penalty in the form of spatial derivatives.
Second, we need to express the likelihood term in such a way that both real and imaginary parts of the noise n i 2 C Ki in k-space are taken into account. We rearrange the linear observations y 
where Y x i ; N i 2 R 2Ki , and U i 2 R 2KiÂM correspond to the respective concatenated variables in Eq. 9. With the assumption that both real and imaginary parts of the kspace noise are white Gaussian with some variance s 2 , the data likelihood becomes
With these modifications, it is now possible to compute the MAP estimates for the image gradients by invoking Laplacian priors over them. Unfortunately, obtaining the MAP estimates for each signal separately contradicts with our ultimate goal to perform joint reconstruction. In addition, it is beneficial to have a full posterior distribution for the sparse coefficients rather than point estimates, since having a measure of uncertainty in the estimated signals leads to an elegant experimental design method. As argued in (10), it is possible to determine an optimal k-space sampling pattern that reduces the uncertainty in the signal estimates. But since the Laplacian prior is not a conjugate distribution to the Gaussian likelihood, the resulting posterior will not be in the same family as the prior, hence it will not be possible to perform the inference in closed form to get a full posterior. The work by Ji et al. (1) presents an elegant way of estimating the image gradients within a hierarchical Bayesian model. This approach allows information sharing between the multi-contrast scans, at the same yields a full posterior estimate for the sparse coefficients. In the following section, we attempt to summarize the algorithm used for finding this distribution and depict our complete image reconstruction scheme in Fig. 1 .
Bayesian Framework to Estimate the Image Gradient Coefficients
Hierarchical Bayesian representation provides the ability to capture both the idiosyncrasy of the inversion tasks and the relations between them, while allowing closed form inference for the image gradients. According to this model, the sparse coefficients are assumed to be drawn from a product of zero mean normal distributions with variances determined by the hyperparameters
where N ðÁj0; a À1 j Þ is a zero mean Gaussian density function with variance a where Gð:Þ is the Gamma function, and a and b are hyper-priors that parametrize the Gamma prior. To see why the combination of Gaussian and Gamma priors will promote a sparse representation, we can consider marginalizing over the hyperparameters a to obtain the marginal priors acting on the signal coefficients (1,10,15) Here, we should also note that the hyperparameters a are shared across the multi-contrast images, each a j controlling the variance of all L gradient coefficients d
through Eq. 12. In this case, a j 's diverging to infinity implies that the pixels in the jth location of all images are zero, due to the zero-mean, zero-variance Gaussian prior at this location. On the other hand, a finite a j does not constrain all L pixels in the jth location to be nonzero, which allows the reconstruction algorithm to capture the diversity of sparsity patterns across the multi-contrast scans.
In practice, we would also need to estimate the noise variance s 2 as it propagates via the data likelihood term to the posterior distribution of gradient coefficients (Eq. 5). Even though it is not difficult to obtain such an estimate in image domain if we had the full k-space data, this would not be straightforward with undersampled measurements. Therefore, we follow Ji et al. (1) and slightly modify our formulation so that we can integrate out the noise variance analytically while computing the posterior. This is made possible by including the noise precision a 0 ¼ s À2 in the signal prior,
We further define a Gamma prior over the noise precision parameter a 0 ; aÞ, which turns out to be a multivariate Student-t distribution with mean
and covariance S i ¼ ðU
À1 with A ¼ diagða 1 ; :::; a M Þ. This formulation is seen to allow robust coefficient shrinkage and information sharing thanks to inducing a heavy-tail in the posterior (1). It is worth noting that placing a Gamma prior on the noise precision does not change the additive nature of observation noise; however, a heavier-tailed t-distribution replaces the normal density function in explaining this residual noise. This has been seen to be more resilient in allowing outlying measurements (1) . Now that we have an expression for the posterior pðd ; aÞ, all we need to do is to find a point estimate for the hyperparameters a 2 R M in a ML framework. This is achieved by searching for the hyperparameter setting that makes the observation of the k-space data most likely, and such an optimization process is called evidence maximization or type-II ML method (1, 10, 15) . Therefore, we seek the hyperparameters that maximize
We stress that data from all L tasks contribute to the evidence maximization procedure via the summation over conditional distributions. Hence, the information sharing across the images occurs through this collaboration in the ML estimation of the hyperparameters. Once the point estimates are constituted using all of the observations, the posterior for the signal coefficients d
. Thus, all of the measurements are used in the estimation of the hyperparameters, but only the associated data are utilized to constitute an approximation to the gradient coefficients.
Ji et al. show that it is possible to maximize Eq. 17 with a sequential greedy algorithm, in which we begin with a single basis vector for each signal, then keep adding the basis function that yields the largest increase in the log likelihood at each iteration. Alternatively, a hyperparameter corresponding to a basis vector that is already in the dictionary of current bases can be updated or deleted, if this gives rise to the largest increase in the likelihood at that iteration. We added a final refinement to Ji et al.'s Bayesian CS algorithm by replacing the observation matrices U i f g L i¼1 that we need to store with the FFT. This enables us to work with MRI images of practical sizes; otherwise each of the observation matrices would occupy 32GB of memory for a 256 Â 256 image. We refer the reader to Appendix B in (1) for the update equations of this algorithm. Our FFT refinement for the sequential algorithm is detailed in the Appendix.
Reconstructing the Images from Horizontal and Vertical Gradient Estimates
Once the image gradients d
are estimated with the joint Bayesian algorithm, we seek to find the images
consistent with these gradients and the undersampled measurements
. Influenced by (13), we formulate this as a least squares optimization problem
½18
for i ¼ 1; :::; L where @ x x i and @ y x i represent vertical and horizontal image gradients. Using Eqs. 7 and 8 and invoking Parseval's Theorem, the optimization problem can be cast into k-spacê
where X i , D 
Extension to Complex-Valued Images
In the general case where the underlying multi-contrast images are complex-valued, the linear observation model of Eq. 9 is no longer valid. Under the assumption that the support of the frequency set V i is symmetric, it is possible to decouple the undersampled k-space observations belonging to the real and imaginary parts of the signals,
Here, ½k x ; k y index the frequency space and y Ã i ½ðÀk x ; À k y Þ is the complex conjugate of indexreversed k-space observations. In the case of one dimensional undersampling, the constraint on V i would simply correspond to an undersampling pattern that is mirrorsymmetric with respect to the line passing through the center of k-space. After obtaining the k-space data y
Re i
and y
Im i
belonging to the real and imaginary parts of the ith image x i , we solve for Reðx i Þ and Imðx i Þ jointly in the gradient domain, in addition to the joint inversion of multi-contrast data, hence exposing a second level of simultaneous sparsity in the image reconstruction problem. Final reconstructions are then obtained by combining the real and imaginary channels into complex-valued images.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
To demonstrate the inversion performance of the joint Bayesian CS algorithm, three data sets that include a numerical phantom, the SRI24 brain atlas, and in vivo acquisitions, were reconstructed from undersampled kspace measurements belonging to the magnitude images. In addition, two datasets including a numerical phantom and in vivo multi-contrast slices, both consisting of complex-valued images, were also reconstructed from undersampled measurements to test the performance of the method with complex-valued image-domain signals. The results were quantitatively compared against the popular implementation by Lustig et al. (2), which does not make use of joint information across the images, as well as our realization of the M-FOCUSS algorithm, which is an alternative joint CS reconstruction algorithm.
CS Reconstruction with Extended Shepp-Logan Phantoms
To generalize the Shepp-Logan phantom to the multicontrast setting, we generated two additional phantoms by randomly permuting the intensity levels in the original 128Â128 image. Further, by placing 5 more circles with radii chosen randomly from an interval of [7, 13] pixels and intensities selected randomly from [0.1, 1] to the new phantoms, we also aimed to represent the idiosyncratic portions of the scans with different weightings. A variable-density undersampling scheme in k-space was applied by drawing three fresh samples from a power law density function, so that the three masks' frequency coverage was only partially overlapping. Power law sampling indicates that the probability of sampling a point in k-space is inversely proportional to the distance of that point to the center of k-space, which makes the vicinity of the center of k-space more densely sampled. To realize this pattern, again Lustig et al.'s software package (2) was used, which randomly generates many sampling patterns and retains the one that has the smallest sidelobe-to-peak ratio in the point spread function. This approach aims to create a sampling pattern that induces optimally incoherent aliasing artifacts (2) . A high acceleration factor of R ¼ 14.8 was tested using the joint Bayesian CS, Lustig et al.'s gradient descent and the M-FOCUSS algorithm. For the gradient descent method, using wavelet and TV norm penalties were seen to yield better results than using only one of them. In all experiments, we tested all combinations of regularization parameters l TV and l wavelet from the set f10 À4 ; 10 À3 ;10 À2 ; 0g and retained the setting that gave the smallest reconstruction error as the optimal one. In the Shepp-Logan experiment, the parameter setting l TV ¼ l wavelet ¼ 10 À3 was seen to yield optimal results for the gradient descent method. The number of iterations was taken to be 50 in all of the examples. The Bayesian algorithm continues the iterations until convergence, which is determined by
where D' k is the change in log likelihood at iteration k and D' max is the maximum change in likelihood that has been encountered in all k iterations. The convergence parameter h was taken to be 10 À8 in this example. For the M-FOCUSS method, each image was undersampled with the same mask as phantom 1 in the joint Bayesian CS since M-FOCUSS does not admit different observation matrices.
SRI24 Multi-Channel Brain Atlas Data
This experiment makes use of the multi-contrast data extracted from the SRI24 atlas (16 The atlas images have a resolution of 256 Â 256 pixels and cover a 24-cm field-of-view. Since all three data sets are already registered spatially, we applied no postprocessing except for selecting a single axial slice from the atlas. Prior to reconstruction, retrospective undersampling 1 was applied along the phase encoding direction with acceleration R ¼ 4 using a different undersampling mask for each image. Again a power law density function was utilized in selecting the sampled k-space lines. In this case, a 1-dimensional pdf was employed, so that it was more likely to acquire phase encoding lines close to the center of k-space. Reconstructions were performed using Lustig et al.'s conjugate gradient descent algorithm (with l TV ¼ l wavelet ¼ 10 À3 ), joint Bayesian method (with h ¼ 10 À9 ) and the M-FOCUSS joint reconstruction algorithm.
3T Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) Slices with Early and Late TE's
T2-weighted axial multi-slice images of the brain of a young healthy male volunteer were obtained with two different TE settings using a TSE sequence (256 Â 256 pixel resolution with 38 slices, 1Â1 mm in-plane spatial resolution with 3 mm thick contiguous slices, TR ¼ 6000 ms, TE 1 ¼ 27 ms, TE 2 ¼ 94 ms). Out of these, a single image slice was selected and its magnitude was retrospectively undersampled in k-space along the phase 1 We use the retrospective undersampling phrase to indicate that k-space samples are discarded synthetically from data obtained at Nyquist rate in software environment, rather than skipping samples during the actual scan. encoding direction with acceleration R ¼ 2.5 using a different mask for each image, again by sampling lines due to a 1-dimensional power law distribution. The images were reconstructed using Lustig et al.'s algorithm with an optimal parameter setting (l TV ¼ l wavelet ¼ 10 À3 ), joint Bayesian CS algorithm (with h ¼ 10 À9 ) and the M-FOCUSS method.
Complex-Valued Shepp-Logan Phantoms
Using four numerical phantoms derived from the original Shepp-Logan phantom, two complex valued numerical phantoms were generated by combining the four images in real and imaginary pairs. Retrospective undersampling was applied along the phase encoding direction with acceleration R ¼ 3.5 using a different undersampling mask for each image. A 1-dimensional power law density function was utilized in selecting the sampled k-space lines, making it more likely to acquire phase encoding lines close to the center of k-space. We again randomly generated many sampling patterns and retained the one that has the smallest sidelobe-to-peak ratio in the point spread function but also constrained the sampling masks to be mirror-symmetric with respect to the center of kspace. This way, it was possible to obtain the undersampled k-space data belonging to the real and imaginary channels of the phantoms separately. The images were reconstructed using Lustig et al.'s algorithm (l TV ¼ l wavelet ¼ 10 À3 ), joint Bayesian CS algorithm (reconstructing real and imaginary parts together, in addition to joint multi-contrast reconstruction) and the M-FOCUSS method. Further, nonjoint reconstructions with the Bayesian CS method (doing a separate reconstruction for each image, but reconstructing real and imaginary channels of each image jointly) and the FOCUSS algorithm (nonjoint version of M-FOCUSS) were conducted for comparison with Lustig et al.'s approach.
Complex-Valued Turbo Spin Echo Slices With Early and Late TE's
To test the performance of the algorithms on complexvalued in vivo images, axial multi-slice images of the brain of a young healthy female subject were obtained with two different TE settings using a TSE sequence (128 Â 128 pixel resolution with 38 slices, 2Â2 mm in-plane spatial resolution with 3 mm thick contiguous slices, TR ¼ 6000 ms, TE 1 ¼ 17 ms, TE 2 ¼ 68 ms). Data were acquired with a body coil and both the magnitude and the phase of the images were recorded. To enhance SNR, 5 averages and a relatively large 2-mm in-plane voxel size were used. A single slice was selected from the dataset and its raw k-space data were retrospectively undersampled along the phase encoding direction with acceleration R ¼ 2 using a different mask for each image, again by sampling lines due to a 1-dimensional power law distribution. For the complex-valued image-domain case, the masks were constrained to be symmetric with respect to the line passing through the center of k-space. The images were reconstructed using Lustig et al.'s algorithm (l TV ¼ l wavelet ¼ 10 À3 ), our joint Bayesian CS algorithm (reconstructing real and imaginary parts and multi-contrasts together) and the M-FOCUSS method. In addition, nonjoint reconstructions with the Bayesian CS method (using a separate reconstruction for each image, but reconstructing real and imaginary parts of each image together) and the FOCUSS algorithm were performed. Figure 2 presents the reconstruction results for the three algorithms for the extended phantoms, along with the k-space masks used in retrospective undersampling. At acceleration R ¼ 14.8, the Bayesian algorithm obtained perfect recovery of the noise-free numerical phantom, whereas the gradient descent algorithm by Lustig et al. returned 15.9% root mean squared error (RMSE), which we define as
RESULTS
CS Reconstruction With Extended Shepp-Logan Phantoms
where x is the vector obtained by concatenating all L images together, and similarlyx is the concatenated vector of all L reconstructions produced by an inversion algorithm. The M-FOCUSS joint reconstruction algorithm yielded an error of 8.8%. The reconstruction times were measured to be 5 min for gradient descent, 4 min for M-FOCUSS and 25 min for the joint Bayesian CS algorithm.
SRI24 Multi-Channel Brain Atlas Data
The results for reconstruction upon phase encoding undersampling with acceleration R ¼ 4 are given in Fig.  3 . In this case, Lustig et al.'s algorithm returned 9.4% RMSE, while the error was 3.2% and 2.3% for M-FOCUSS and joint Bayesian CS methods, respectively. The reconstructions took 43 min for gradient descent, 5 min for M-FOCUSS and 26.4 hours for the Bayesian CS algorithm. Figure 4 depicts the TSE reconstruction results obtained with the three algorithms after undersampling along phase encoding with acceleration R ¼ 2.5. In this setting, Lustig et al.'s code returned a result with 9.4% RMSE, whereas M-FOCUSS and joint Bayesian reconstruction had 5.1% and 3.6% errors, respectively. The total reconstruction times were 26 min for gradient descent, 4 min for M-FOCUSS and 29.9 hours for the Bayesian CS algorithm. For brevity, we present additional results in Table 1 from more extensive tests in which we experimented with various undersampling patterns and accelerations. To test the algorithms' performance at a different resolution, we also downsampled the TSE and atlas images to size 128Â128 prior to undersampling, and noted similar RMSE results as the high resolution experiments. The table also includes an experiment with 256Â256 TSE scans accelerated along the phase encoding with R ¼ 2.5, but using the same undersampling pattern for both images.
Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) Slices with Early and Late TE's
Impact of Spatial Misregistration on Joint Reconstruction
Due to aliasing artifacts caused by undersampling, image registration prior to CS reconstruction across multi-contrast images is likely to perform poorly. We investigated the effect of spatial misalignments by shifting one of the images in the TSE dataset relative to the other by 0 to 2 pixels with step sizes of 1 =2 pixels using two different undersampling patterns. The first pattern incurs R ¼ 3 acceleration by 2D undersampling with k-space locations drawn from a power law probability distribution. In this case, we tested the effect of vertical misalignments. The second pattern undersamples k-space at R ¼ 2.5 in the phase encoding direction, for which we tested horizontal dislocations. For speed, we used low resolution images at size 128Â128. We tested M-FOCUSS and joint Bayesian CS methods for robustness against misregistration and observed that the effect of spatial misalignment was mild for both (Fig. 5) . Even though Bayesian CS consistently had less reconstruction errors relative to M-FOCUSS on both undersampling patterns at all dislocations, the performance of M-FOCUSS was seen to change less relative to Bayesian CS with respect to the incurred translations. For joint Bayesian CS, reconstruction error increased from 2.1% to 2.8% at 2 pixels of vertical shift for power law sampling, and from 5.2% to 6.4% at 2 pixels of horizontal shift for phase encoding sampling; for the M-FOCUSS method error increased from 4.7% to 4.9% for power law sampling, and from 6.2% to 6.6% for phase encoding sampling.
Complex-Valued Shepp-Logan Phantoms
Absolute values of the reconstruction results after undersampling with a symmetric mask with R ¼ 3.5 for the complex-valued phantoms are depicted in Fig. 6 . For complex signals, we use the error metric
In this case, Lustig et al.'s algorithm returned a result with 13.1% RMSE, whereas joint reconstructions with M-FOCUSS and joint Bayesian methods had 5.4% and 2.4% errors, respectively. The total reconstruction times were 21 min for gradient descent, 0.5 min for M-FOCUSS and 18 min for the Bayesian CS algorithm. On the other hand, reconstructing each complex-valued image separately with FOCUSS and Bayesian CS yielded 6.7% and 4.6% RMSE.
Complex-Valued Turbo Spin Echo Slices With Early and Late TE's
Reconstruction results are compared in Fig. 7 for the discussed algorithms. Lustig et al.'s method had 8.8% error upon acceleration by R ¼ 2 with a symmetric pattern, whereas the joint reconstruction algorithms M-FOCUSS and joint Bayesian CS yielded 9.7% and 6.1% RMSE. The processing times were 20 min for gradient descent, 2 min for M-FOCUSS and 5.2 hours for the Bayesian CS algorithm. Nonjoint reconstructions with FOCUSS and Bayesian CS returned 10.0% and 8.6% errors.
With the same dataset, additional reconstructions were performed to quantify the effect of the symmetry constraint on the sampling masks. Both of the late and early TE images were reconstructed five times with freshly generated, random masks with R ¼ 2 (no symmetry constraints) and also five times with freshly generated symmetric masks again at R ¼ 2. Using Lustig et al.'s method (l TV ¼ 10 À3 ) with the random masks yielded an average error of 10.5%, whereas using symmetric masks incurred an average error of 11.5%.
DISCUSSION
The application of joint Bayesian CS MRI reconstruction to images of the same object acquired under different contrast settings was demonstrated to yield substantially higher reconstruction fidelity than either Lustig et al.'s (nonjoint) algorithm or joint M-FOCUSS, but at the cost of substantially increased reconstruction times in this initial implementation. In contrast to M-FOCUSS, the proposed algorithm allows for different sampling matrices being applied to each contrast setting and unlike the gradient descent method, it has no parameters that need adjustments. The success of this algorithm is based on the premise that the multi-contrast scans of interest share a set of similar image gradients while each image may also present additional unique features with its own image gradients. In Fig. 8 , we present the vertical image gradients belonging to the TSE scans and conduct a simple experiment to quantify the similarity between them. After sorting the image gradient magnitudes of the early TSE scan in descending order, we computed the cumulative energy in them. Next, we sorted the late TSE gradient magnitude in descending order and calculated the cumulative energy in the early TSE gradient by using the pixel index order belonging to the late TSE scan. This cumulative sum reached 95% of the original energy, thus confirming the visual similarity of the two gradients.
It is important to note that in the influential work by Ji et al. (1), the authors also consider joint reconstruction of MRI images. However, their dataset consists of five different slices taken from the same scan, so the motivation for their MRI work is different from what we present here. Even though the multislice images have considerable similarity from one slice to the next, one would expect multi-contrast scans to demonstrate a yet higher correlation of image features and a correspondingly larger benefit in reconstruction fidelity. Table  1 as ''PE, (Fig. 4) '' for comparison with reconstruction using the same undersampling pattern.Original images are scaled between [0,1]. All absolute error plots are scaled by clipping at half of the maximum error incurred by Lustig et al.'s algorithm to emphasize the results, so that the errors larger than this get saturated in the images. Two aspects of the proposed Bayesian reconstruction algorithm demand further attention. First, relative to the other two algorithms we investigated, the Bayesian method is dramatically more time consuming. The reconstruction times can be on the order of hours, which is prohibitive for clinical use as currently implemented. As detailed in the Results section, the proposed algorithm is about 40 times slower than gradient descent, and about 300 times slower than M-FOCUSS for the in vivo data. We expect future implementations and optimizations that utilize specialized scientific computation hardware to overcome this current drawback. Particularly, it is common to observe an order of magnitude speed-up with CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) enabled Graphics Processing Units when the problem under consideration can be adapted to the GPU architecture (17) . We expect that parallelizing matrix operations and FFTs can yield significant performance boost. On the other hand, an algorithmic reformulation can be another source of performance increase. Solving the inference problem via variational Bayesian analysis (18) was seen to yield an order of magnitude speed-up relative to the greedy Bayesian CS method for nonjoint image reconstruction.
A second aspect of this reconstruction method that requires further analysis is the potentially detrimental impact of source data that are not perfectly spatially aligned. To maximize the information sharing among the inversion tasks, it is crucial to register the multi-contrast scans before applying the joint reconstruction. To minimize the adverse consequences of such misalignment, future implementations might deploy either real-time navigators (e.g., (19) ) or retrospective spatial registration among datasets based on preliminary CS reconstructions without the joint constraint. For some acquisitions, subtle, nonrigid spatial misregistration may occur due to eddy-current or B 0 inhomogeneity induced distortions. To correct for such higher-order translation effects, several fast and accurate correction methods have been proposed (e.g., (20, 21) ) and could be applied for correction of undersampled images in joint Bayesian reconstruction. As our preliminary investigation in the Results section demonstrates, joint Bayesian CS algorithm is robust against misregistration effects up to shifts of 2 pixels, and we believe that existing registration techniques can bring us within this modest range. Alternatively, future work aimed at the simultaneous joint reconstruction and spatial alignment might pose an interesting and challenging research project in this area, which might be accomplished by introducing additional hidden variables.
Regarding real-valued image-domain datasets, the presented CS reconstructions obtained with Lustig et al.'s conjugate gradient descent method yielded 2 to 4 times of the RMSE returned by the joint Bayesian algorithm. Even though this error metric cannot be considered the sole criterion for ''good'' image reconstruction (22), we believe that making use of similarities between multicontrast scans can be a first step in this direction. In the more general case where we tested the methods with complex-valued images, the improvement in RMSE reduced to about 1.5 times on the in vivo data with the joint Bayesian algorithm. When we reconstructed the individual images separately, but using their real and imaginary parts jointly, we also noted that this nonjoint version of the Bayesian algorithm outperformed both Lustig et al.'s method and M-FOCUSS on the complexvalued numerical data and the TSE scans. This might suggest that exploiting the similarity between real and imaginary channels of the images can also be source of performance increase. It is important to note that the current Bayesian algorithm requires the sampling patterns to be symmetric to handle complex-valued images, and this constraint might be reducing the incoherence of the aliasing artifacts. As reported in the Result section, using symmetric patterns instead of unconstrained ones increased the error incurred by Lustig et al.'s algorithm from 10.5% to 11.5%, which seems to be a mild effect. Even though the proposed joint reconstruction algorithm increases the collective coverage of k-space by sampling nonoverlapping data points across the multi-contrast images, this benefit might be dampened by the symmetry constraint.
For comparison, we implemented the M-FOCUSS joint reconstruction algorithm and noted that it also attained smaller RMSE figures compared with the gradient descent technique. Even though M-FOCUSS is seen to outperform other competing matching pursuit based joint algorithms (7), the Bayesian method proved to exploit the signal similarities more effectively in our experiments. This is made possible by the fact that the Bayesian framework is flexible enough to allow idiosyncratic signal parts, and strict enough to provide information sharing. Importantly, the Bayesian approach also permits the use of different observation matrices for each signal. This allows us to increase the total k-space coverage across the multi-contrast scans, and its benefit can be seen from the two experiments conducted on the TSE FIG. 5. To investigate the impact of spatial misalignments on joint reconstruction with Bayesian CS and M-FOCUSS, one of the TSE images was shifted relative to the other by 0 to 2 pixels with step sizes of 1 =2 pixels using power law and phase encoding undersampling patterns. For speed, low resolution images with size 128 Â128 were used. For joint Bayesian CS, reconstruction error increased from 2.1% to 2.8% at 2 pixels of vertical shift for power law sampling, and from 5.2% to 6.4% at 2 pixels of horizontal shift for phase encoding sampling; for the M-FOCUSS method error increased from 4.7% to 4.9% for power law sampling, and from 6.2% to 6.6% for phase encoding sampling.
scans with acceleration R ¼ 2.5 along the phase encoding direction. The Bayesian reconstruction results displayed in Fig. 4 are obtained by using a different undersampling pattern for k-space corresponding to each image, and this yielded 2.6 times less RMSE compared with Lustig et al.'s algorithm, demonstrating the benefits of variations in the sampling pattern for different contrast weightings. On the other hand, the experiment in Table 1 that uses the same pattern for both images returned 2 times smaller RMSE compared with the gradient descent method. However, M-FOCUSS has the advantage of being a much faster algorithm with only modest memory requirements. Interestingly, the performance of the M-FOCUSS algorithm deteriorated significantly when tested on the complex-valued signals, yielding poorer results relative to Lustig et al.'s method for the complex-valued TSE dataset. Even though the joint Bayesian algorithm also suffered a performance decrease, it still yielded significantly lower errors with the complex-valued signals.
In the current implementation of the joint CS reconstruction algorithm, datasets with different contrast were undersampled to the same degree. Future work will explore asymmetric undersampling among the component images where, for instance, one fully sampled acquisition could be used as a prior in a joint CS reconstruction of the remaining undersampled contrast sources. The relative tradeoffs of this approach compared with the equally undersampled regime remain unexplored, but it may yield improvements in robustness or acceleration of the overall image acquisition for multicontrast data. Another direction for future work is the application of the covariance estimates for the posterior distribution produced by the Bayesian algorithm, which could be used to design optimal undersampling patterns in k-space so as to reduce the uncertainty in the estimated signal (10, 23) . Also, it is possible to obtain SNR priors, which might be utilized in the Gamma prior pða 0 jc; dÞ ¼ Gaða 0 jc; dÞ defined over the noise precision a 0 in the Bayesian algorithm. We used the setting c ¼ d ¼ 0 to incur a noninformative noise prior which would not bias the reconstructions toward a particular noise power. In our informal experiments, we also obtained smaller RMSE scores with this setting. Yet, the optimal selection of c and d needs further investigation.
Results in this work do not cover parallel imaging considerations, yet combining compressive measurements with multichannel acquisitions has received considerable attention, e.g., (24, 25) . Even though exposing the Bayesian formalism to parallel imaging is beyond our current scope, treating the receiver channels as a similarity axis in addition to the contrast dimension might be a natural and useful extension of the work presented here.
In addition to the demonstration of the joint CS reconstruction of multiple different image contrasts, other applications lend themselves to the same formalism for joint Bayesian image reconstruction. These include, for instance,
• Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping (QSM): In this setting, we again aim to solve an inverse problem of estimating a susceptibility map x related to the phase of a complex image M j je jf via an ill-posed inverse kernel. Since the magnitude part M j j is expected to share common image boundaries with x, it might be possible to use it as a prior to guide the inversion task.
• Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopic Imaging (MRSI):
Combining spectroscopic data with high resolution structural scans might help reducing the lipid contamination due to the subcutaneous fat or enhance resolution of brain metabolite maps.
• Multi-modal imaging techniques: Simultaneous acquisitions with different modalities (e.g., PET-MRI) may benefit from joint reconstruction with this Bayesian formulation.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented the theory and the implementation details of a Bayesian framework for joint reconstruction of multi-contrast MRI scans. By efficient information sharing among these similar signals, the Bayesian algorithm was seen to obtain reconstructions with smaller errors (up to a factor of 4 in RMSE) relative to two popular methods, Lustig et al.'s conjugate gradient descent algorithm (2) and the M-FOCUSS joint reconstruction approach (7).
vector formed by using only the first half of y and y Kþ1:2K contains the second half.
• Again starting with an empty 2D image t, we populate its entries that correspond to the set of chosen basis function indices B with the vector z: tðBÞ z
• Then the vectorized version of the real part of the 2D IFFT operation yields the desired result.
